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SEPTEMBER 16th, 2020 

Droppings

A Second Rate Scribe 

Does anyone really remember something or 
someone that came second? 

Who lost the Grey Cup? Who did Chips beat at 
pretty much any game?  If you are not the oldest 
sibling, your parents barely remember your 
name.  There is no joy in being second best. 

This was the situation Whore Sleigher was 
trapped in, having to hare the week after what 
was possibly the greatest run of all time.  So 
even though he did a wonderful job, nobody 
remembers.  Particularly this scribe, apparently. 

I know it was in the Timbers.  and somebody 
parked in the wrong spot for pre-lube (I cannot 
say but initials were TNT).  It was right beside a 
check that we apparently weren’t supposed to 
see. 

The run was good through a mostly abandoned 
neighbourhood with fences in weird places.  

Run #18- Sept. 10th, 2020  
Hare(s): Whore Sleigher 
Location: Tipping Ave and Townsend St  
Prelube: same 
On On:  same 
Scribe:  Sir Mobey’s of Dickus  

[spin the bottle vollunteered]

And the poor lady with a dog that we ran past 17 times 
was probably getting a little annoyed. 

Hash Hold was a cool park with structures that looked 
ready for a human sacrifice.  If only we had a virgin…… 

Curb Crawler, Wee Little Bladder and special visitor 
Mount Me showed up late and were rewarded with the 
plank.  Whore Sleigher got to enjoy a shoe cocktail.   

It was Slippery’s last run as RA and it was good.  She 
may be the 2nd best RA of all time.  So will soon  be 
forgotten….. 

On On 

Sir Mobey’s of Dickus 

Upcuming Runs 

Sept. 17, 2020 - Run 19 

Hare(s): Crash Test Rummy & Deep Throat 

Location: North of the traffic circle by Lowe's 
(Signet close) 

Prelube: Bring beer 
On On:  Bring Beer &  lawn chair 

Sept. 24th - Hares needed  
Oct 1st      - Hares Needed 


